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INTRO
ODUCTION Theere is emerging evidence that biiomarkers derived
d using dynamicc contrast-enhancced (DCE-) MRI and measured prior to treatmen
nt
commeencement are prog
gnostic—and may be predictive—off tumor response to
t anti-VEGF therrapy1,2. Because annti-VEGF and vasscular disrupting aagents are relativelly
expenssive, and patient reesponse can be vaariable, an ability to
t stratify patientss according to exppected response to a given treatmentt could allow heallthcare providers to
t
both im
mprove patient ou
utcomes and control costs3. Typicaally, regression an
nalyses are used tto evaluate any coorrelation between imaging biomaarkers and outcom
me
measurrements, and to paarameterize the fittted model. The most
m common apprroach is to attemptt to fit a linear fun
unction—i.e., a line in the case of a single independen
nt
variablle, and a hyperplan
ne in the case of multiple
m
independent variables—to the data. Stepwisee procedures are ooften used to find a minimal subset of the independen
nt
variablles that are both statistically significcant within the model,
m
and which maximize
m
the total
al variance in the ddependent variablle explained by thhe model. Howeve
er,
while llinear regression iss well understood, there is no reason
n to believe that a linear function is the best way to m
model such data. One approach is to visually inspect th
he
data annd transform the in
ndependent variablles (e.g., using logarithms) to improv
ve linearity. Anothher problem is thatt imaging biomarkkers vary in their reeliability (i.e., scan
nrescan repeatability)—e.g., enhancing fraction may be more reliable than the volume
v
transfer cooefficient, Ktrans. R
Regression analysees should thereforee take the reliabilitty
a performed, thee reliability of eacch variable can bee estimated and ussed in an errors-in
nof eachh independent varriable into account. If multiple pre--treatment scans are
variablles regression. However, in this app
proach the tasks of assessing reliabiility and regressioon are distinct; it w
would be preferabble if both were doone simultaneouslly
within a single conceptual framework. In this
t work we explo
ore an alternative to the above approoaches, in which m
multiple simple noonlinear functions are fitted to predic
ct
a ensemble learniing framework thaat explicitly models the reliability off the independent vvariables. We apply this to the data uused in Refs. 1 & 2,
2
tumor sshrinkage within an
and dem
monstrate that thiss nonlinear modeliing approach is ablle to predict tumorr shrinkage with grreater accuracy coompared to linear m
modeling.
METH
HOD A “regression
n stump” is a nonlinear function, f, th
hat takes one of tw
wo values on the b asis of its argumennt. It can be writteen as
(11)
,
ottherwise
th
where xi is a value of thee i independent vaariable, c1 and c2 arre the two values the
t function can reeturn, and si is the value of the “splitt point”
for thee ith independent variable.
v
The term
ms “stump” and “ssplit point” are used because regresssion stumps are m
minimal versions of tree
structuures; an example iss shown in figure 1, with the valuess c1 and c2 shown in the terminal noodes. Given a datta set, algorithms eexist to
4
determ
mine the optimal values
v
of i, c1, c2, and si that minim
mize the error of the stump’s prediictions . Used aloone, stumps are noot very
accuratte predictors. How
wever, they can bee used as “weak leearners” in ensem
mble learning algorrithms that combiine many poor preedictors
Fig. 1 A single stump.
into a single good onee. We use bootstrrap aggregation4 (“bagging”): mulltiple bootstrap ssamples, each witth the same num
mber of
T
observaations as in the orriginal data set, are drawn from thatt data set, and a sttump is trained onn each one. The fiinal predictor’s ouutput is the mean oof each stump’s. To
model biomarker reliabillity, each bootstrap
p sample is drawn in such a way thatt the value chosen for each of the muultiple imaging bioomarkers (indepenndent variables), fo
or
ns. For a given in
ndividual, values chosen from a reeliable biomarker will have smallerr variance betwee
en
each tuumor, may come from any of the pre-treatment scan
bootstrrap samples, than values
v
chosen from
m an unreliable bio
omarker. This approach should penaalize biomarkers thhat are both unreliiable and not prediictive. Missing datta
(e.g., ddue to a patient failling to attend) are imputed within eaach bootstrap samp
ple.
Ten paatients with 26 analyzable liver mettastases from histologically-confirm
med colorectal canncer received singgle agent bevacizuumab (10mg/kg) ffollowed every tw
wo
weeks by combined bevacizumab and FOLFOX6 (oxaliplattin/5FU/leucovorin
n) for 5 cycles (100 weeks)5. High-rresolution T1- and T2-weighted imagging and DCE-MR
RI
p
sessiions on a 1.5T Ph
hilips Intera system
m (allowing tumorr location and vollume to be determ
mined, and biomarkker reliability to be
b
were pperformed at two pre-treatment
estimatted). DCE-MRI tim
me series were mo
odeled using the ex
xtended Kety mod
del6 (using in-housse software), proviiding voxel-wise eestimates of Ktrans, vp and ve. All DCE
EMRI data underwent a th
horough quality asssurance procedurre. X-ray CT was performed
p
at the eend of cycle 5 (EC
C5) to measure cliinical response in terms of change in
i
ning was performed
d according to locaal research ethics committee
c
approvval; written informeed consent was obbtained from all paatients.
tumor vvolume. All scann
Pre-treatment biomarkerrs of tumor volum
me, microvascularr function (mediaan Ktrans, mean vp, median ve), enhhancement (enhanncing fraction, EF
F), heterogeneity in
i
n of Ktrans, vp, ve) an
nd spatial heterogeeneity (box dimennsion of the map off enhancing voxelss, d0; and informattion and correlatio
on
parameeter distributions (standard deviation
dimenssions7 of the Ktrans, vp and ve parametter maps) were com
mputed for each of
o the two pre-treattment visits. In onne patient (3 tumouurs), data were avaailable only for on
ne
pre-treaatment scan. Tum
mor response was quantified
q
as perceentage of tumor vo
olume remaining aat EC5 relative to baseline. Leave-oone-out analysis w
was used to estimatte
how w
well our regression
n method would perform
p
on unseen
n data; 1000 bootsstrap samples werre used each time . Prediction error was quantified inn terms of absolutte
differennce between the actual
a
and predicted values. Our regression method was
w implemented using Java (Oraccle Corp., Redwoood City, CA). Ressults were analyze
ed
using E
Excel (Microsoft Corp.,
C
Redmond, WA)
W and Mathemaatica (Wolfram Ressearch Inc., Champpaign, IL).
RESUL
LTS Using baggeed regression stum
mps, 50% of tumor shrinkage predicctions from the prre-treatment
DCE-M
MRI parameterizattions have error ≤12%
≤
and 80% off predictions havee error ≤20%. In ccomparison,
when using linear erro
ors-in-variables reegression, 50% off predictions hav
ve error ≤12% annd 80% of
≤
While nonlinear modeling do
oes not improve the
t median error, fewer large
predicttions have error ≤31%.
errors aare made. Howeveer, the Bland-Altm
man plot (Fig. 2) sh
hows a clear relatio
onship between thee magnitude
and dirrection of prediction error and remaaining tumor volume. The variabless most frequently selected for
use in the stumps (exprressed as a % off the total numbeer of bootstrap samples) were: infoormation or
f vp (42%), EF (4
40%), median Ktraans (8%) and d0 (6%
%), indicating thaat the spatial
correlaation dimensions for
arrangeement of DCE-MR
RI information is at
a least as importaant as the DCE parrameterizations thhemselves in
this expperiment.
CONC
CLUSIONS We have
h
developed an
nd evaluated a no
onlinear regressio
on method for moodeling and
predictting tumor respon
nse from MR im
maging biomarkerss that simultaneou
usly accounts forr biomarker
reliabillity and missing data.
d
We have dem
monstrated that the method is more accurate
a
than a sim
mpler linear
modeliing method and in particular that it makes
m
fewer large prediction errors.

F
Fig. 2 Bland-Altman pplot showing agreem
ment between actual
annd predicted values oof tumor shrinkage.
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